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Abstract

Keywords

The optimal chemotherapy regimen to use with radiotherapy in stage III
locally-advanced non-small-cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) is unknown.
Considering the lack of clear data and guidelines for elderly patients,
we designed this review to examine patterns of care for elderly patients
with LA-NSCLC with a regional hospital database.

Non-small-cell lung cancer, Locally advanced, Concurrent
chemoradiation, Elderly, Platinum-combination, Monotherapy

Purpose: The current study was conducted in order to evaluate the
clinical outcome of concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCR) related to
chemotherapy schedule and comparing age groups. We tested the
hypothesis that, elderly patients, treated with CCR in clinical practice,
could benefit in terms of progression free survival (PFS) and overall
survival (OS), in a similar magnitude that younger counterpart’s do,
independently of the chemotherapy schedule they receive.
Materials and methods: Between 2004 and 2014, 120 patients
were treated with CCR. We reviewed the patients’ chemotherapy
schedules and prognostic factors. Survival rates by ages groups
were compared using Cox proportional hazards regression
models.
Results: 120 patients were analyzed; 73 young (60%), 47 elders
(40%). Cisplatin-combination were mainly used in the young group
(71% vs. 8%, p: 0.0001). Elders received more carboplatin-combination
and monotherapy. Chemotherapy-schedule had not had an impact on
survival in any age group. Median progression free survival (PFS) was
similar for both groups: 13.0 (95% CI: 11.2-214.7) vs.11.0 (95% CI:
7.7-14.2) months (p: 0.519). Overall Survival (OS) did not differ by age
groups: 18.0 (95% CI: 13.1-22.9) vs. 18.0 (95% CI: 12.8-23.1) months
(p: 0.393). OS at 2-years was 20% and 10% at 5-years in both groups.
The only therapeutic predictive factor for outcome (OS) was median
radiotherapy dose (> 50 Gy).
Conclusions: Our date shown that in clinical practice, aged
patients received less intensive treatment for LA-NSCLC.
These less active schedules had not influenced the survival rate
negatively. Elderly patients benefit from CRT, with schedules
adjusted to age similar to a palliative intent. In the lack of a
specific trial for elderly patients (needed), we advocate for
the use of concurrent chemoradiotherapy in elderly patients.
It doesn’t matter the chemotherapy schedule is that you use;
maintain radiotherapy dose higher than 50 Gy.
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Abbreviations
LA-NSCLC: Locally-Advanced Non-Small-Cell Lung Cancer; CCR:
Concurrent Chemoradiotherapy; PFS: Progression Free Survival;
OS: Overall Survival; NSCLC: Non-Small- Cell Lung Cancer;
CC: Cisplatin-Combinations; CAC: Carboplatin-Combinations; M:
Monotherapy

Introduction
Nearly half of patients with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
are elders. Almost one in four has stage III disease at presentation
[1]. The outcome of patients (not elders) remains poor, with median
survival times of only 15.3 to 21.7 months [1]. However, approximately
20% of patients achieve durable disease control, arguing for treatment
with curative intent in those able to tolerate aggressive therapy [1].
The accepted standard treatment for inoperable stage III NSCLC
today topically consists of concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT)
that is based on so-called platinum-doublet chemotherapy [2-6]. The
optimal chemotherapy regimen to use with radiotherapy is unknown.
In the absence of contraindications, the optimal chemotherapy to
be combined with radiation in stage III NSCLC should be based
on cisplatin. There are no firm conclusions supporting single-agent
carboplatin as a radiation sensitizer [2].
Lung cancer mainly affects elderly patients worldwide. The care
received by older lung cancer is often suboptimum. Poor functional
status, coexisting comorbidities, limited life expectancy and
physicians’ concerns about toxicity and the effect of treatment on
quality of life often limits the use of chemotherapy and radiotherapy
in elderly patients [7]. This practice pattern is aggravated by the
overwhelming lack of evidence from randomized controlled trials
focused specifically on older patients. CCRT is considered standard
treatment for patients with inoperable stage III NSCLC. However,
elderly patients were not well represented in the trials.
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Table 1: Comparison of patient characteristics between groups.
< 70: No. of patients ≥ 70 No. of patients
73 (60%)
47 (40%)

Table 2: Treatment patterns between groups.

p

Young

Elders

Cisplatin-combination

52 (71%)

4 (8%)

Carboplatin-combination

18 (24%)

32 (68%)

Monotherapy

3 (5%)

11 (24%)

Cisplatin-vinorelbine

46

3

Cisplatin-pemetrexed

1

1

Cisplatin-gemcitabine

1

0

Cisplatin-docetaxel

1

0

Cisplatin-etoposide

3

0

Histology

Carboplatin-paclitaxel

4

4

Squamous

55 (75%)

33 (72%)

0.163

Carboplatin-vinorelbine

12

24

Adenocarcinoma

14 (20%)

6 (12%)

0.146

Carboplatin-gemcitabine

2

4

1

5

Chemotherapy schedule:

Age
Mean

61 (41-69)

73 (70-81)

SD

6.9

3.2

Gender
Male

69 (95%)

45 (95%)

Female

4 (5%)

2 (5%)

0.562

Smoking habit
Never smoker

1 (1%)

2 (4%)

0.0001

Active smoker

50 (70%)

8 (17%)

0.0001

Ex-smoker

22 (29%)

37 (79%)

0.0001

Kind of combination:

0.0001

Large cell

4 (5%)

7 (15%)

Carboplatin alone

Not typed

0

1 (1%)

Vinorelbine alone

2

5

Pemetrexed alone

0

1

Mean (95% CI)

4 (2-6)

4 (1-7)

SD

1.0

1.2

Median RT dose (Gy)

60 (20-66)

59 (8-66)

SD

10

16

< 40 Gy

9 (12%)

12 (25%)

40-50 Gy

2 (3%)

4 (9%)

> 50 Gy

62 (85%)

31 (66%)

1.8

49 (67%)

21 (46%)

2.0

17 (24%)

12 (26%)

Patient selection

3.0

6 (8%)

7 (14%)

Using our data base registry, we identified patients diagnosed
with stage III NSCLC from January 2004 to December 2014. We
compared clinical characteristics and outcomes in two age groups;
those under 70-years-old and those with 70 or more. Patients were
required to have cytological or histologically confirmed NSCLC
by biopsy. The eligible patients were those who meet the following
criteria: Performance Status 0-1, inoperable AJCC stage IIIA or IIIB,
treatment with concurrent chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

4.0

1 (1%)

7 (14%)

YES

62 (85%)

32 (68%)

NO

11 (15%)

15 (32%)

Moreover, most elders are unsuitable for cisplatin-combinations,
and there are few prospective data about how to treat stage III NSCLC
on aged population. There is considerable concern that carboplatincombinations, although better tolerated than cisplatin, may be
inferior in terms of disease control [8].
To gain insight into the relative efficacy of these regimens on elder
patients, we examined outcomes of patients with newly diagnosed
inoperable stage III NSCLC using our date base. We hypothesize that
elderly patients treated with CCRT in clinical practice could benefit
from treatment in terms of PFS and OS in a similar magnitude that
younger counterparts, independently the chemotherapy schedule
they receive.

Methods

Chemotherapy
Treatment was decided by the same oncologist, Dr Gironés. We
considered patients unsuitable for cisplatin if they have comorbidities
(especially cardiac ones), poor renal function, diabetes or other
neuropathies.

Radiotherapy
All of the patients underwent a Phillips scan with intravenous
contrast. Treatment planification was made with a Pinnacle threedimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT). The gross tumor
volume (GTV) included the primary disease as well as the involved
regional lymph nodes. The clinical tumor volume (CTV) included
primary tumor plus a 0.7-1.0 cm margin. The range dose was 8-60
Gy. Patients treated with less than 40 Gy received palliative treatment;
dose higher than 40 Gy had radical intention.

Statistical Analysis
The primary outcome of this analysis was Overall Survival (OS),
comparing elder versus young patients and type of treatment. OS was
calculated from the day of diagnosis to death or the last follow-up
(15th December 2014). Progression-free survival (PFS) was calculated
as the time to progression or death without progression from the date
Gironés et al. J Geriatr Med Gerontol 2016, 2:019

0.0001

Number of cycles:
0.538
0.330

Total dose

0.048

Fraction

0.028

Mediastinum included

0.026

of diagnosis, defined by days from histological diagnosis until death.
We tested differences in baseline characteristics between groups
using the Pearson x2 or t test for categorical and continuous variables,
respectively. Student’s t-test, nonparametric Mann-Whitney u test or
X2-test was used to evaluate the difference between patient clinical
characteristics. Actuarial survival curves were generated using
Kaplan-Meier method. Survivals were compared by using the logrank test. A value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Patients characteristics
120 accomplished inclusion criteria for the analysis; 73 (60%)
young and 47 (40%) elders. Table 1 shows characteristics of both
groups. Almost all patients were male and had smoking habit.
Most elders were ex-smokers versus active smokers in the young
group (p: 0.0001). Squamous histology was the main subtype.

Treatment date
Table 2 shows differences in patterns of treatment. Elderly
patients received less active treatment, similar to a palliative
approach. For radiotherapy treatment, the median dose was similar
between groups (60 Gy and 59 Gy, p: 0.33). But less elderly patients
received radical doses (> 50 Gy), and less received mediastinum
treatment (85% vs. 68%, p: 0.026). For chemotherapy, aged patients
received less cisplatin-combination (CC) (71% vs. 8%; p: 0.0001),
ISSN: 2469-5858
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Table 3: Efficacy.

OVERALL SURVIVAL

Response to treatment
YES (CR, PR, SD)

65 (90%)

40 (93%)

0.357

NO (DP)

8 (10%)

7 (17%)

YES

60 (82%)

40 (85%)

NO

13 (18%)

7 (15%)

YES

33 (45%)

17 (36%)

NO

40 (55%)

30 (64%)

SECOND LINE

33

17

0.861

Docetaxel

16

8

0.809

Pemetrexed

7

4

Erlotinib

7

3

Others

3

2

Alive without disease

1 (1%)

0

Alive with disease

14 (20%)

7 (15%)

0.590

Dead with disease

58 (79%)

40 (85%)

0.494

Dead without disease

0

0

AGE => 70

1.0

NO
YES
NO-censored
YES-censored

0.8

Progression
0.439

0.6

Second line
0.215

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

20

40

60

SURVIVAL IN MONTHS

80

100

Figure 2: Overall Survival (OS) had not differences by age groups.

Situation at last follow up

CR: Complete response; PR: Partial response; SD: Stable disease; PD: Disease
progression.

Progression free-survival

age <70
1.0

TYPE OF
CHEMOTHERAPY

0.8

CISPLATIN
COMBINATION
CARBOPLATIN
COMBINATION
MONOTHERAPY

0.6

0.4

AGE => 70

1.0

NO
YES
NO-censored
YES-censored

0.8

0.2

0.0
0

20

40

60

80

100

PROGRESSION FREE SURVIVAL

0.6

Figure 3: PFS in the young group. Impact of chemotherapy schedule.
0.4

age <70

0.2

TYPE OF
CHEMOTHERAPY

1.0
0.0

CISPLATIN
COMBINATION
CARBOPLATIN
COMBINATION
MONOTHERAPY

0.8
0

20

40

60

80

100

PROGRESSION FREE SURVIVAL

Figure 1: Median progression free survival (PFS) was similar for both groups.

0.6

0.4

more carboplatin-combination (CAC) (24% vs. 68%; p: 0.0001) and
monotherapy (M) (5% vs. 24%; p: 0.0001). Mean number of cycles
was similar.

Efficacy and survival outcomes
In terms of efficacy, response rate was similar between groups
and progression after first response (Table 3). Second line use had
not differences by age. Median progression free survival (PFS) was
similar for both groups: 13.0 (95% CI: 11.2-214.7) vs. 11.0 (95% CI:
7.7-14.2) months (p: 0.519) (Figure 1). PFS at 2-years was nearly
30% for both groups. Overall Survival (OS) had not differences by
age groups: 18.0 (95% CI: 13.1-22.9) vs. 18.0 (95% CI: 12.8-23.1)
months (p: 0.393) (Figure 2). OS at 2-years was 20% and 10% at
5-years in both groups.
When we analyzed the impact of chemotherapy schedule
combined with radiotherapy, no age group had differences related
to the chemotherapy schedule chosen. In the young group, PFS was
13.0 (95% CI: 7.6-18.4) months for Cisplatin-Combinations (CC) vs.
16.0 (95% CI: 10-22.1) months for Carboplatin-Combinations (CAC)
vs. 7.6 (95% CI: 6.9-8.4) months for Monotherapy (M), (p: 0.283)
(Figure 3). For the aged group, PFS was 14.7 (95% CI: 5.1-24.3)
months for CC versus 20.2 (95% CI: 12.3-28.1) for CAC versus
Gironés et al. J Geriatr Med Gerontol 2016, 2:019
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Figure 4: PFS in the elder group. Impact of chemotherapy schedule.

13.1 (95% CI: 5.5-20.8) months for M (p: 0.136) (Figure 4). In a
multivariate analysis, the only treatment factor significantly related
to overall survival for all series was median dose of Radiotherapy (50
Gy or more).

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the clinical outcome
of chemotherapy combined with radiotherapy, while analyzing the
influence of chemotherapy schedule by age groups. Our date shown
that, in a clinical practice scenario, elderly patients received less
active chemotherapy combinations, concurrent with radiotherapy.
In ananecdotic manner, they received cisplatin combination. Mainly
were treated with carboplatin combinations or monotherapy. But
this supposed under-treatment didn’t seem impact on outcomes
ISSN: 2469-5858
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on this elder population. For young patients at our hospital, the
chemotherapy schedule had impact on survival.
The accepted standard treatment for inoperable stage III
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) today topically consists of
concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) that is based on so-called
platinum-doublet chemotherapy [3-6]. After the establishment of
CCRT as the standard of care [4], little research has addressed the
choice of chemotherapy [1]. If we sum up the published evidence
from randomized trials, a meta-analysis that was based on individual
patient data, and further published experience from several phase II
trials, there is currently no consensus regarding which chemotherapy
is the best to combine with radiotherapy in this curative setting [2].
The broadest evidence concerning this issue comes from trials that
have included cisplatin-based doublets-particularly, cisplatin and
etoposide or cisplatin and vincaalkaloid [2]. Despite this accepted
evidence, because concerns about toxicity associated with cisplatin,
there has been a strong trend to prefer outpatient administration of
carboplatin-based schedules, on the basis of the assumption that this
is more convenient than and possibly just as effective as cisplatinbased doublets [9-11].
But, what happens for elderly patients? Most of elderly patients
attended at clinical practice, are unsuitable for cisplatin-combinations.
Moreover, If we consider the 9 trials that compared sequential versus
concomitant chemotherapy and radiotherapy, they included few
patients older than 70 years of age (only 16%), whereas the median
age for diagnosis of lung cancer is currently about 72 years of age [2].
The consensus of ESMO clinical guidelines is that cisplatinbased doublets should be preferred in stage III disease multimodality
protocols when treatment has a curative intent. Clinical guidelines
recommended that age itself should not be a criteria to treatment
decisions in stage III NSCLC [2], because age itself has not been shown
to influence outcome for definitive concurrent chemoradiotherapy
[I, A]. However, data are limited for the elderly population and, in
particular, in patients above 75 years of age. The number of elderly
patients in all randomized chemoradiotherapy trials is still too small
to allow for robust conclusions. Median age of the articles collected is
only 61 and only 9% had > 70 years old [6].
So, how must we treat elderly patients if they are not included in
these clinical trials? Are we sure that this decision evidence based?
In our article we report our investigation of data derived from
patients attended in clinical-based practice. Over a 10-year period
(2004-2014), we combined patient groups by age and analyzed if they
received cisplatin-schedules or carboplatin-schedules, administered
concurrently with curative or palliative doses of radiation. The
aim of our study was to compare the two aged-based groups and
the different chemotherapy schedules with respect to the survival
outcome of the treated patients. From our findings, we conclude
that carboplatin-schedules for elderly patients, when administered
concurrently with radiotherapy, result in survival outcomes that were
comparable to cisplatin-schedules for young patients in a comparable
clinical setting. The same analysis was done by the Santana-Davila,
et al. from the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) database [1].
They had a huge number of patients (1842). Of course, we know that
we hadn’t presented a randomized clinical trial, and dates are not
excluded from bias. Furthermore, the outcome of elderly patients in
our clinical practice was not inferior in the chemoradiotherapy trials
by the Cancer and Leukemia Group B and the RTOG [4-11].
Scientific rules tell us that we should treat patients according to
high level evidence. Level of evidence comes from randomized phase
III trials, and those tell us that stage III NSCLC unresectable, should
be treated with concurrent QT-RT and the most level of evidence
comes from cisplatin-combinations. But, molts elders are unsuitable
for cisplatin. So, should we not treat these patients because they
cannot resist the standard regimen? But, if they are excluded from
these trials, why we have to extrapolated their conclusions to clinical
practice? If they are not included in clinical trials, why should we treat
them in this way; as the clinical trials conclude? We believe that elderly
patients benefit from CRT, despite the chemotherapy schedule is not
Gironés et al. J Geriatr Med Gerontol 2016, 2:019

cisplatin-combination. Of course, we know that this is not a “cientific
evidence” or have high grade of evidence (expert opinion is level IV),
and it’s only a clinical approach. If elderly are underrepresented, why
should be them treated according to the conclusions of phase III trials
from they are excluded? The median age of patients in these trials is
much lower than the median age of patients with NSCLC in general.
The significant underrepresentation of elderly patients that we
have uncovered in these studies logically draws into question the
generalizability of their results to elderly patients [12]. Elderly patients
often harbor increased comorbidities and have poorer glomerular
filtration rate [13], making them unsuitable for cisplatin treatment,
resulting in altered pharmacokinetics and increased toxicity from
treatment. As such, therapies demonstrated to be efficacious in a
significantly younger group of trial patients may not necessarily be
effective in an increasingly elderly population of patients with NSCLC
[12]. Trials that have included elderly patients, and even more so,
elderly patients with a poor prognosis and unresectable, stage III
LA-NSCLC, have been lacking. The treatment recommendations for
this group have often conflicted. Some investigators have questioned
the indications for CCRT [14,15] and others have recommend CRT
only for patients with a good performance status (PS). Some have
simply considered patient aged 75 years a contraindication for
CRT. An additional problem has been that few of the existing trials
concerning this patient group have adhered to the standard treatment
of unresectable stage III LA-NSCLC [16-18]. It has been tenaciously
argued that clinical trials of treatment in older populations are
necessary [19-22].
A high dilemma on treating elderly patients is to know which is
preferable; minimize toxicity or preserve efficacy [23]. Furthermore,
quality of life in an older patient population is potentially more
complex, and the impact of palliative chemotherapy on this important
clinical endpoint in the elderly population is poorly understood. Thus,
the balance of toxicity against the antitumor effect of these treatments
and their effect on survival and quality of life may be significantly
altered in an elderly real-world population.
A most concerning dimension of the underrepresentation of
the elderly in NSCLC clinical trials: that the most highly cited and
practice-changing trials in the field are the ones that Sacher, et al.
have shown to exclude elderly patients [12]. The implication that
the current treatment of advanced NSCLC is based on trials that
largely exclude the same elderly patients who account for a large
proportion of the population with advanced NSCLC is sobering.
Until this normalization of trial patient age is achieved, we believe
it is appropriate to continue to conduct elderly-only trials to validate
current practice in the treatment of elderly patients despite the
expense of such trials. Greater representation of elderly patients in
phase III trials is required to better define evidence-based treatment
paradigms in the increasingly elderly NSCLC population. But, in
absence of clinical trial, elderly patients should be treated.
This study contributes to a growing body of literature indicating
that elderly patients could benefit from treatment. Here, we have
clearly demonstrated that a significant proportion of elderly patients
in clinical practice are treated outside of recommended guidelines. A
significant proportion of highly cited phase III trials overtly exclude
elderly patients. If elderly patients are excluded from practicechanging trials in advanced NSCLC, this is a sufficient reason to
exclude them from treated in clinical practice scenario?
What might be the most important conclusion from our date
report? If we see an elderly patient who might have considerable
problems with the administration of a cisplatin-based doubletpreferably a man and a patient with a squamous cell carcinoma we
might able to safely switch to carboplatin-combination fromCCRT.
That would be, from now, a reasonable conclusion to draw from
these data. There is increasing agreement that treatment decisions
for elderly patients should be based on performance status, comorbid
conditions and patients preferences. Treatment decisions based
entirely on chronological age and not informed by the tremendous
knowledge gained in optimal assessment of older patients in recent
years do not serve our patients well [23]. Finally, it is imperative to
ISSN: 2469-5858
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include functional assessment as an integral component of clinical
trials designed for older patients [23].

Limits and Strengths
To our knowledge, the current analysis is the largest Spanish
study comparing the survival of elderly patients receiving CCR in this
clinical setting. Its mains strengths are the richness and robustness of
date of real treatment world. But we know our study has limits. We
know that there are included a few number of patients, only 120 (63
and 47). But we are only aware of one published phase II randomized
prospective comparison of cisplatin and carboplatin-combinations.
This was a study of only 65 patients by Wang, et al. [24], which found
that EP had superior OS but similar PFS compared with CP not
specifically for elderly patients.
Other limit is that is not currently possible to establish why young
patients are unsuitable for cisplatin. We applied geriatric approach
since 2004, so many reasons for carboplatin and monotherapy in
elder patients was comorbidity (mainly cardiovascular). We had not
applied a registry from young, so probably those young that received
monotherapy or carboplatin also had comorbidity. Despite these
limitations, we believe this study shows that there is considerable
equipoise regarding which regimen should be preferred for elderly
patients. Given the prevalence of unresectable stage III lung cancer
on elderly patients, we believe a phase III randomized control trial
should be considered to definitively answer this question. Pending
the availability of such data, our results may help guide clinicians and
patients trying to decide which chemotherapy regimen to pair with
radiotherapy.

Conclusion
Our date shown that in clinical practice, aged patients received
less intensive treatment for LA-NSCLC. But these dose reductions
and less active schedules had not influenced the survival rate
negatively. Elderly patients benefit from CRT, with schedules
adjusted to age similar to a palliative intent. Although CRT was
routinely been reserved for younger fit patients, the results of the
present analysis have indicated that CRT can result in both PFS and
OS benefits to elderly patients, unsuitable for cisplatin-combinations.
The significant median PFS and OS in our clinical practice indicates
that CRT, with the doses adjusted to a palliative intent, might be a
practical and relevant treatment alternative for elderly patients.
All procedures performed in studies involving human
participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the
institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964
Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical
standards.
Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants
included in the study.
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